Q652 – Foreign Object Debris (FOD) – (Rev 09/04/19)

Seller shall make provisions to prevent, detect, and remove foreign objects from finished product for this purchase order.

Changes Log Rev 20 to Rev 21

1. Q602 – Added missing word (determine) in Para 1, second sentence.
2. Q617 – Removed specific reference to FSAR & CAP approval as part of GD-OTS’s approval. (P00133)
3. Q618 – Corrected typo in GD-OTS document number.
4. Q620 – Corrected typo and added allowance for seller format for process maps, with approval.
5. Q627 – Clarified/reworded definition of a critical defect escape. (P00133).
6. Q628 – Added paragraph for ‘Validation Not Required’.
7. Q633 – Capitalized ‘Quality’.
8. Q635 – Added reference to Government NOR(s) and removed duplicate wording.
10. Q641 – Added reference to Government NOR(s) and removed duplicate wording.
11. Q648 – Added paragraph for ‘Validation Not Required’.
12. Q652 – New clause for Foreign Object Debris (FOD).